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Abstract

This paper shall examine the process of borderization that has been proclaimed as occurring along the Georgian-South Ossetian boundary. This boundary is one that remains largely unrecognized, as the claims of the Georgian state to sovereignty over South Ossetia are accepted by the majority of the international community. The crucial exception to this is Russia, under whose aegis this process of borderization is occurring. The result is the creation of a physical barrier around the territory of South Ossetia, one that seeks to materialize what was previously an administrative fiction on the ground, halting the movement of people and goods across this border and dividing people from their livelihoods. The paper shall consider what meaning this fencing has within the context of Georgia’s borders, and reflect upon the larger lessons that can be drawn for the concept of sovereignty and the status of borders in the contemporary world.

Reporting the Border

On April 15, 2014, three crew members of a Tbilisi-based television station were detained by Russian forces close to the village of Adzvi bordering South Ossetia. TV3 announced that its reporter Bela Zakaidze, cameraman Vakhtang Lekiaishvili and broadcast technician Mikheil Mikheoev had been detained while working on a report about the shifting of the boundary between South Ossetia and Georgia deeper into Georgian-controlled territory. RES, South Ossetia’s official news agency, citing the South Ossetian Special Envoy for Post-Conflict Issues, Murat Jioev, reported that “three Georgian citizens were detained in the vicinity of South Ossetia … for violating the state border.”1 Russia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a statement that Russian border guards, protecting the boundary between Georgia and South Ossetia as per the agreement between the governments of Russia and South Ossetia, had arrested three Georgian journalists and that, “According to the rules the detainees were transferred to the South Ossetian authorities. Reports say the border violators knowingly and blatantly went from the village of Adzvi to the nearby South Ossetian settlement and shot video footage of the border infrastructure there.”2 The Russian and
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Georgian Foreign Ministries proceeded to trade accusations of “provocations” preceding the following day’s meeting in Prague of the Georgian Special Envoy for Relations with Russia, Zurab Abashidze, and Russian Deputy Foreign Minister, Grigory Karasin. In the event, although the issue was raised, this meeting passed off peacefully³ and, after having been detained for slightly more than 24 hours, the journalists were returned to the Georgian side at the boundary crossing in Ergneti, a small village near Tskhinvali on the administrative boundary line that separates South Ossetia from Georgia.

The issue that these journalists went to report on, and that they ended up as participants in, has been dubbed “borderization.”⁴ This borderization process as seen from Georgia consists of two related issues; one is the materialization of the previously theoretical boundary along the ground in the form of border markers, barbed wire, and the increased prevalence of border patrols, while the second is that this materialization frequently results in the advance of the Georgian-South Ossetian boundary line deeper into previously Georgian-held territory. Attention began to be brought to this process of borderization over the course of 2013, with Georgian interior ministry officials briefing foreign diplomats and international organizations regarding the “installation of fences by Russian troops” in June of that year, and inviting them to view this activity near the villages of Ditsi, Didi Khurvaleti and Gugutiankari.⁵ Further fencing over the summer separated residents in the village of Dvani from the source of their irrigation water, while the population of Adzvi was separated from its farmland and church by barbed wire erected in September 2013. The following month Maya Panjikidze, Georgia’s then-Foreign Minister, announced that around 35km, or a tenth of the total length of the Georgia-South Ossetia boundary, was now fenced as a result of the “intense illegal actions” of Russian forces since January 2013.⁶ Following a lull over the winter, borderization then resumed at the village of Atotsi in late-February 2014, where residents were separated from both the source of their irrigation water and some farmland by the fence being shifted a further 400 meters into previously Georgian-controlled territory, adding a further 11 families to the 65 affected “as a result of the installation of barbed wire and fences” highlighted by Panjikidze the previous autumn. Further incidences of fencing over the subsequent two years have meant that the Georgian government has recently been reporting that “the total length of artificial barriers along the occupation line in Tskhinvali Region is nearly 51 km.”⁷ Coupled with this extension of the fencing

⁴ For ease of reading, this article will drop the use of scare quotes around the term.
are increasing incidences of detention along the boundary, although predominantly of locals rather than journalists, on the basis of what Tskhinvali and Russian Border Forces insist are “violations of the border.” Between 2009 and 2015, 840 people have been detained along the boundary, with 162 of those detentions occurring in the latter year, the highest annual total to date. \(^8\) Usually the detainees are taken to Tskhinvali for a few days and then released after being fined.

Analyzed in these terms, the effects of this borderization process appear to primarily revolve around the access of individuals to territory and resources and prohibitions on the freedom of movement, emphasizing the intensely individual and local impacts that stem from this materialization of the boundary. It is this very localness that dictates responses to them, with Georgia’s President Giorgi Margvelashvili calling the Russian’s erecting of barbed wire fences “completely senseless” actions. \(^9\) Yet as there is to every fence, there are two sides to every story, and this borderization must be seen as being central to the expression of South Ossetia’s disputed sovereignty. Within this materialization of claims to sovereignty being made through the fencing off of South Ossetia, there exists another global issue of increasing importance. The initial optimism of the immediate post-Cold war era promised to herald an age of globalization that would sweep away all fenced and walled borders as it had the Berlin Wall. \(^10\) It was a belief in a world becoming smaller, with advances in transportation and communications and the triumph of liberal democracy bringing economic, cultural and political relations closer. \(^11\) As a result, the loci of political and economic power would no longer be embodied within the sovereign nation-state, which would consequently be swept away. Yet almost as soon as it was made, this claim was undermined by examples of the uneven border effects that developed, such as the apparent disconnect between the signing of NAFTA and the beginning of ‘Operation Gatekeeper.’ \(^12\) These contradictory trends revealed a number of paradoxes, between visions of a world without walls and the need for them, between the existence of segregation within universal political forms, and between networked and virtual forms of power running into physical barriers. For Wendy Brown, the paradoxes reveal that, “Rather than resurgent expressions of nation-
state sovereignty, the new walls are icons of its erosion. While they may appear as hyperbolic tokens of such sovereignty, like all hyperbole, they reveal a tremulousness, vulnerability, dubiousness, or instability at the core of what they aim to express.\(^{13}\) This piece is aimed at considering such a claim, examining the borderization of South Ossetia as a sovereign act by a non-sovereign state in order to consider if, indeed, such efforts to shore up the sovereignty of the state are futile. When borders have come to be seen as existing “everywhere,”\(^{14}\) this conscious effort to materialize a “bounded space” can appear as curiously anachronistic, and worthy of further reflection.\(^{15}\)

**Placing Borderization**

The location of this process of borderization is the contested boundary line delimiting the territory of the Republic of Georgia from the entity most commonly referred to as “South Ossetia”, which is known within official Georgian discourse as the “Tskhinvali district” and has received official recognition from the Russian Federation as the “Republic of South Ossetia.”\(^{16}\) Academically, outside of Georgia this latter entity is generally understood as being an “unrecognized” or “de-facto” state, although there is also little conceptual consensus regarding what such terms mean,\(^{17}\) shown in the “terminological profusion” that surrounds them (as “de facto, quasi-, unrecognised, para-, pseudo-, shadow-, phantom-, self-proclaimed, -in waiting, -in all but name”).\(^{18}\) However defined, the entity of South Ossetia is widely acknowledged as one of the four “statelets” that emerged within post-Soviet space as a result of the dissolution of the Soviet Union.\(^{19}\) All four of these entities had seen increasingly ethnocentric local politics amidst the growing nationalism of the late-Soviet period\(^{20}\) and


\(^{16}\) Following the majority of commentators, this article will use South Ossetia, without scare quotes.


have been characterized by interethnic conflict and ethnic cleansing since the latter’s collapse.\textsuperscript{21} Together with Abkhazia, Georgia’s other breakaway territory, South Ossetia sought to secede from the larger entity prior to independence, fearing being outnumbered and dominated by the titular nationality within a Georgian “mini-empire.”\textsuperscript{22} In both cases the post-independence period saw largely low-level but continuous civil and ethnic conflict, which culminated in the war of August 2008, and subsequent recognition of South Ossetia and Abkhazia as independent states by the Russian Federation. In this sense, the process of borderization within South Ossetia can be seen as the culmination of a two-decade long struggle to resolve a problem common to post-Soviet space, that of seeking to bring political and ethnic boundaries into alignment\textsuperscript{23} in what had previously been a unified political space whose administrative boundaries had largely existed as lines on the map.\textsuperscript{24}

It is in order to fix these boundaries of polity and ethnicity that the current process of seeking to territorially demarcate a border between two distinct entities of Georgia and South Ossetia is required. While this seeks to separate South Ossetia from Georgia, and proclaim the autonomous existence of the former, much of the responsibility for the construction of the fence as well as patrolling it resides with the Russian Federation’s Federal Security Service (FSB) rather than the de-facto authorities in Tskhinvali. In the short-term, this stems from an agreement signed between the two governments on April 30, 2009, that established their joint authority to secure South Ossetia’s borders, which was renewed in another decree on state borders concluded in early 2015. This was just prior to the signing of the Treaty on Alliance and Integration by Presidents Vladimir Putin and Leonid Tibilov on 18 March, and is indicative of the degree of South Ossetian dependence upon Russia necessary for its survival as a separate polity from Georgia.\textsuperscript{25} The territorial extent of South Ossetia and the fencing of its edges is justified by reference to the administrative boundaries of the South


\textsuperscript{24} Without downplaying other factors or the question of responsibility, the occupation of Crimea and current conflict in Ukraine are also aspects of this issue.

\textsuperscript{25} Leonid Tibilov has been the President of the Republic of South Ossetia since 2012. The Decree on State Borders was signed on February 18 2015, with the Treaty concluded exactly a month later, being labelled by some as Russia “swallowing” the smaller entity (see e.g. Thomas de Waal, “Swallowing South Ossetia,” \textit{Carnegie Moscow Center}, January 14, 2015. Accessed October 4, 2016: http://carnegie.ru/commentary/?fa=57706).
Ossetian Autonomous Oblast (SOAO). This entity had been proclaimed by the Soviet Union in 1922, established so that the separatist demands of Ossetian Bolsheviks that resulted from violence between them and Georgian Menshevik forces in the period 1918–1921 could be accommodated within the Soviet state. The Republic of South Ossetia is therefore understood to possess borders identical with those of the SOAO’s administrative boundaries, which Russia and South Ossetia allegedly define according to a 1984 Soviet general staff map of the territory. Russia continues to respond to criticism of the borderization policy by noting that “only a short segment of the many kilometers of border is fenced, and merely for the purpose of showing where the border is,” but there seems little consensus over whether and to what degree this map, the current administrative borderline, and the fence’s actual route resemble one another.

In Georgia, by contrast, it is generally argued that, historically-speaking, “South Ossetia was an artificial formation in that the definition of its borders was almost impossible” because of the absence of a compact territory inhabited solely by Ossetians, and that the creation of the oblast was another manifestation of a Soviet policy of “divide-and-rule” towards its various nationalities. Following the South Ossetian Soviet’s declaration of independence in 1990, Georgia officially obliterated the SOAO and divided its territory between four Georgian provinces, although this administrative reorganization never found expression on the ground. The Republic of Georgia, therefore, considers the territory of South Ossetia as “occupied,” officially refers to the division between territory under the control of Tbilisi and that falling under Tskhinvali’s sway as an Administrative Boundary Line (ABL), and rejects any notion of this boundary as being a state or national border.

The more material aspects of this borderization process, consisting of the use of barbed wire, border markers and patrols as the means of determining on the ground where this ABL or border is

28 Different members of the EUMM appear to have divergent opinions over whether Russia’s fence actually does follow the administrative boundary detailed on this map. Matters are made more confusing by the fact that in some places, the fence is not considered the borderline, as Georgians are detained for “violating the border” despite seemingly being on the Tbilisi-controlled side of the fence. This author was told in October 2015 that portions of the fence certainly extend beyond the SOAO’s boundaries, and that the South Ossetian authorities’ response to protests is to invite the Georgian authorities to negotiate the demarcation of the border directly with them, which the latter refuses to do.
31 This, rather than any homogenous territory called South Ossetia, is what you will see on Google Maps when viewed from within Georgia, for example. The abolishment of the territory of the oblast was a return to the pre-1922 situation. However, Tbilisi also supported a loyalist South Ossetian administration prior to 2008.
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located, is of more recent vintage, although it was underway in fits and starts by at least 2009, in the aftermath of the comprehensive defeat of Georgian forces in the area in August 2008 and subsequent expulsion of the vast majority of the remaining ethnic Georgians from South Ossetia. Georgia views this Russian policy of borderization as a creeping form of territorial annexation, one that both serves to divide communities and people from their livelihood, and which goes against the 2008 ceasefire agreement which called for the return of Russian troops to their pre-conflict positions, a position which western actors, rhetorically at least, support. From the other side, of course, and seemingly at odds with the increasing materialization of the border actually visible, the process is presented as the result of security considerations, and destined to be a merely temporary expedient, for as the Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov explained, “wires will not be needed as ‘hotheads’ cool down.”

Both the increasing permanence visible in the structures being put in place and the manner in which the fence continues to advance into previously Georgian-held territory suggest that this will not occur any time soon.

The borderization policy visible between Georgia and South Ossetia has consequently been seen from Georgia’s perspective as emblematic of a larger process “directed against de-escalation of the conflict and directed towards preventing people from finding common language.” Yet it is also a

Figure 1: Administrative map of Georgia, indicating the breakaway territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. While the boundaries of Abkhazia conform to the Soviet-era Autonomous Republic of Abkhazia, South Ossetia finds no existence as a territorial entity within Georgia’s current administrative structure, with its territory divided between four Georgian provinces. Toponyms follow Georgian orthography, except for ‘South Ossetia’. Map by Megumi Sasaya.

part of a spate of wall and fence building projects around the globe.\textsuperscript{34} That this is an observable trend strongly suggests that contrary to being “senseless,” the erection of fences in order to secure sovereign claims to territory makes a great deal of sense within the contemporary international environment. Rather than merely representing the acts of a state authority aimed at the maintenance of security, the very ubiquity of such practices suggests they are reflective of wider trends within global politics. Here, borderization will be examined within a context provided by increased incidences of boundary fortification worldwide, before being considered in relation to the wider political landscape.

**Fencing the Earth**

The fall of the Berlin Wall symbolized the end of the Cold War, and the toppling of such a potent representation of the barriers to free movement appeared to herald an era of unprecedented openness. It proved illusory, and by the turn of the millennium the increase in rhetoric around security was already leading to an expansion in state efforts to wall off their borders, a process that has dramatically accelerated in recent years. As a report in a major British newspaper put it recently, “mankind is building separation barriers at a rate perhaps unequalled in history – at least 6,000 miles in the last decade alone.”\textsuperscript{35} Somewhat ironically, while state fences appear to symbolize all that is opposed to globalization, their construction is undergoing a globalization of its own. Increases in scale have led to increased investment, and a consequent increase in the sophistication of these structures. The specific technologies associated with these walls, as well as their more general manifestations, are coming to be globalized, with the award of contracts along the U.S.-Mexico border to the Israeli contractor building Israel’s own wall.\textsuperscript{36} These two locales remain the most emblematic of the recent examples of walling, but there are many others, from countries as varied as South Africa, Saudi Arabia, India, Uzbekistan and North Korea. While the Great Wall of China or Hadrian’s Wall show us that the connection between the building of walls and state security is hardly a new one, and the supposed novelty of this global practice of walling should not be exaggerated, it is certainly clear that the world is not in any danger of becoming “flat,” “deterritorialized” or “borderless” anytime soon.\textsuperscript{37}

The combination of walling and globalization pointed to above may appear counter-intuitive, but a recent study has highlighted that “borders remain both relevant and contentious despite increases in the volume of goods and people moving across them. In fact, the border wall trend


\textsuperscript{36} Brown, \textit{Walled States}, 137 n.1.

suggests that aggressive border management strategies are on the rise because of the increases in the volume of goods and people moving across them.”

Since the year 2000, there are increasing incidences of states erecting what have been termed “fortified boundaries.” In an article that focuses attention on these “barriers to entry,” Hassner and Wittenberg define such structures as being “distinguished from conventional interstate boundaries by virtue of their physical appearance, which is designed to enhance border control,” yet argue that they should also be distinguished from “militarized boundaries because of their asymmetrical origin and intent.” The ragged layers of fencing and barbed wire snaking across the Caucasian countryside should certainly be considered as forming a “fortified boundary,” and the control being imposed at the boundary line itself remains asymmetrically enforced by Russian border security forces and their South Ossetian allies.

Researchers have offered a number of reasons for the construction of these walls and fences, and this study shall break them down into three, admittedly overlapping, categories. The first of these is where the process of fencing serves as a clear and unambiguous symbol of the authority of the state over particular stretches of its sovereign territory. Such displays are common in situations where disputes over territory exist, such as India with Pakistan, or Uzbekistan with Kyrgyzstan, and these efforts to symbolize state control could also incorporate displays of military force as well as fortified boundaries to emphasize border control. The second, as the paradoxical expansion of both globalization and border securitization suggests, relates to economic factors, and to the presence of a poorer country on the other side of any boundary fortifications. The fencing of such boundaries is used to prevent economic migration, as in the recent response of both the EU collectively and a number of European countries to the current refugee crisis (irrespective of whether these people should be classified as “economic migrants”). Fencing also serves to prevent the passage of goods deemed inimical to the state and its population, either because they are competing with domestically-sourced goods, or because they are illicit or otherwise undesirable. A third, related point concerns the human security of the population, and the requirement that this population be protected from the prospect of mass immigration altering the cultural or ethnic composition of the state, or to prevent
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40 Georgian police and military forces are located close to the boundary in places, but Georgia’s own border security force (the Border Police of Georgia, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Internal Affairs) are not involved at the ABL, because Georgia refuses to recognize it as an international border.


those opposed to the state from gaining passage through its borders.\textsuperscript{44}

The recent spate of fortified boundary construction is frequently motivated by a mixture of all three these considerations, such as is visible in the democratic trio of recent fence constructors focused on by Reece Jones in his \textit{Border Walls}, namely the United States, Israel, and India. It is worth considering South Ossetia in terms of this typology. While the fences’ role in “securing” the territory is beyond doubt, its relevance to the human security of the population of the region seems questionable at best. Getting accurate information regarding South Ossetia’s population (or anything else) is difficult, but it appears that the official estimate of its population as being close to 60,000 is far too high.\textsuperscript{45} This would mean that the Ossetian population of the territory has remained almost unchanged since 1990, when the population of the SOAO was about 100,000, consisting of 66,000 Ossetians and the vast majority of the remainder identified as ethnically Georgian. According to Toal, researchers in North Ossetia have indicated that in reality it is between 35,000 and 45,000 people, while the Georgian government has claimed that it is now as low as 12,000 residents.\textsuperscript{46} While Ossetians remain present in Georgia, the direction of migration from South Ossetia since 1990 has been to North Ossetia and elsewhere in Russia, rather than to Georgia.\textsuperscript{47} Meanwhile, following the destruction of Georgian villages and expulsion of the Georgian population together with military and militia forces that was accomplished by October 2008, incidences of Georgians looking to cross the ABL are largely limited to the Georgian inhabitants of Ossetian territory seeking to move back and forth. This could be due to both daily necessity, which, according to the European Union Monitoring Mission, in the initial years involved 500 to 1,000 crossings a week, although this number has declined as the effects of borderization have made themselves felt, or because of exceptional events such as elections.\textsuperscript{48} As the earlier section made clear, the fencing and associated border patrols are

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[] 44 Samuel P. Huntington, \textit{Who Are We?: The Challenges to America’s National Identity} (London: Simon & Schuster, 2004).
\item[] 45 Recently they appear to have accepted that some decline in the population, but note that, “The South Ossetian website \textit{Nog Uasamonga} (loosely: “the new fortune teller”) published an article in which the author argues that the result of the recent census putting South Ossetia’s population at almost 52 thousand people is highly unrealistic and the surplus may be used by the ruling élite to rig the 2017 elections,” in “Storm in a Teacup: South Ossetian Referendum on Joining Russia,” \textit{Democracy & Freedom Watch}, August 11, 2015. Accessed October 4, 2016: http://dfwatch.net/storm-in-a-teacup-south-ossetian-referendum-on-joining-russia-38890
\item[] 47 There are no accurate figures available here. Census data showing the Ossetian population in ‘Georgia-proper’ is unreliable as they are required to self-identify, and outside of Ossetian-speaking villages this is uncommon. Migration from South Ossetia to the rest of Georgia is certainly possible, and anecdotally appears to have occurred. Similarly, it’s impossible to say how far the seemingly vast numerical decline in the Ossetian population of Georgia visible since 1990 actually represents outmigration, as those who might be identified as such have frequently adopted Georgian names. See also Giorgi Sordia, “Ossetians in Georgia: In the Wake of the 2008 War,” \textit{ECMI Working Paper} 45 (2009).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
claiming previously Georgian-controlled territory, hampering movement in the area and restricting the population’s access to fields and resources it previously utilized. For Georgians, it is borderization that is impacting upon their human security. However, there is little sense that this fencing is aimed at preventing any putative large-scale population movement, as there is no prospect of this occurring within the current political settlement. Human security for Ossetians within South Ossetia has undoubtedly improved for the remaining resident population, but to the extent that this can be attributed to the fence, rather than the expulsion of Georgians from most of South Ossetian territory that preceded it, is debatable.

Neither does this borderization process appear to be particularly driven by economics. As far as can be ascertained, South Ossetia is poorer than Georgia, with 90% of the state budget having to be provided directly by the Russian Federation. The dominant form of economically neoliberal logic would suggest that it is surprising that the more impoverished side of the boundary is willing to restrict any opportunities for the movement of people and goods, which appears to confirm the dominance of larger geopolitical questions within this borderization policy. With that said, however, the construction of the fence from the South Ossetian side has mirrored earlier policy prescriptions that were previously pursued with vigor by the Georgian state, such as the demolition of the Ergneti market by the Georgian government in 2004, that had already severely restricted the possibilities for the maintenance of extensive ties between the Georgian and Ossetian populations. The result of over a decade of these policies has been the disengagement of the two sides economically, which has been mirrored socially and culturally as well. The fencing involved in the borderization process, then, should be understood as being a symbol of this disengagement, rather than as the means to bring it about. The actual material effects of the borderization policy remain at the level of the local and small-scale, but it is the symbolic nature of the way it is presented that accounts for the focus granted the issue and, indeed, the reason reporters from Tbilisi TV stations are sent to film it in action. It is the continued (re)production of the border through this borderization policy that grants it such performative power.

This symbolic nature is of course a reflection of the state’s sovereign authority over territory. The non-recognition by Georgia of the Republic of South Ossetia, a stance openly backed by the United States and EU’s member countries while being tacitly supported by most of the rest of the world, and Georgia’s constant appeals to its own sovereign authority and territorial integrity, means that the continued construction of these fences and the Georgian state’s inability to support its population’s access to what it considers its own territory and resources persistently belie these same

51 In that only five states followed Russia’s lead in recognizing the independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, two of whom have since retracted that recognition, see “Tuvalu Retracts Abkhazia, S.Ossetia Recognition,” Civil.ge, March 31, 2014. Accessed October 4, 2016: http://www.civil.ge/eng_old/article.php?id=27093
claims to authority and integrity. For the South Ossetians, this situation is reversed; the fences represent the separation of their territory from that of Georgia and consequently both their supremacy over their own state and autonomy from interference by the Georgian government. Here the fence serves its traditional function in demarcating sovereign states’ territorial limits and impeding free movement, seemingly impervious to the structural changes that came with globalization that were deemed to have greatly altered the modern border. This suggests the fundamental relation of the border with the sovereignty of the state is in need of reexamination to avoid sovereignty serving more as “a background assumption than as a central theme of analysis.”

**Bordering Sovereignty**

The relation of this borderization process with sovereignty is rendered more opaque in the Caucasus than for most of the examples examined by Hassner and Wittenberg, because, according to most of the world, the fence is not being constructed on the border between two sovereign states. Certainly for the Republic of Georgia, as well as the EU and U.S., the fence is simply an illegal act that can only impinge upon Georgia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, one stemming from the Russian Federation’s blatant disregard for the norms of international law. The fence, as with any infrastructure investment in South Ossetian territory, is funded by the Russian state and manned by FSB troops, and thus serves to confirm the dependence of a much-reduced population upon Russian largesse. Yet the history of the conflict within South Ossetia suggests a definition of sovereignty as the realization of authority over population and territory, patterned on the classic narrative of the emergence of sovereignty where control gained over people, achieved with the expulsion of the Georgian population, is followed by control of the state’s territory. The assumptions of the “territorial trap” highlighted by Agnew, with states serving as fixed units of space with a clear distinction between the domestic and the foreign that serves to “contain” society within its territorial borders, are the same ones that motivate this borderization. Whether recognized or not, the fence-building in South Ossetia is clearly a materialization of the “bordered power container” of the state.

That the building of the fence is by Russia is in this sense irrelevant in that is firmly in line with public opinion in South Ossetia, which continues to display overwhelming support for the continued Russian military presence. The severing of any links across this boundary serves to confirm the integrity of South Ossetia and grant sovereignty over not only this territory but its history as well, pushing to align the boundaries of the putative Republic of South Ossetia with those of the former South Ossetian Autonomous Oblast and thus creating it as sovereign in both space and time.

---

53 In accordance with classic narratives regarding the emergence of sovereignty, as moving from people to land.
56 Toal and O’Loughlin, “Inside South Ossetia.”
While this South Ossetia may be considered controlled by Russia, it cannot be reduced to it, which is demonstrable in Russia’s behavior, shown in their response to the fact that for virtually all political parties in South Ossetia as well as the general population “the prospect of annexation by the Russian Federation would likely be welcomed by … the overwhelming majority of those remaining in South Ossetia.”57 Russia has been reluctant to sanction this referendum on the union of South Ossetia with North Ossetia and the former’s entry into the Russian Federation, pouring cold water on the idea in both 2014 and 2015,58 with President Tibilov’s desire to hold one in August 2016 again scuttled in May of that year.59 Were South Ossetia to be satisfied in its desire to be incorporated into the Russian Federation, the meaning of this borderization policy would be considerably altered, but there appears to be little prospect of this occurring at present.

Currently, the fence serves as the result rather than the cause of this situation, one that represents this South Ossetian sovereign order on the ground. The fence forms a classic instrument of sovereign authority precisely because it demonstrates the externalization of disorder associated with a state’s exercise of sovereignty that provides the flip side for the domestic order being enforced. From the South Ossetian perspective, such disorder was associated with the Georgian ethnic population and with that population’s expulsion, the authority of the Georgian state was effectively thrown out. There was nothing primordial or timeless about this South Ossetian territory or the de facto state that represents it, for the “boundary and the nation were not imposed on these people; they pushed for its enforcement” through the presence of state institutions that provided the framework to handle their local conflicts and ideology,60 but the result of this “contested process” has been the fencing of this fixed geographical space. It forms the barrier between those two bases of sovereignty that so frequently come into conflict, that of the “inviolable right to territory” and of the “right of every people to self-determination,” with these sovereign claims both provided with institutions. This institutional expression allowed those in the dispute to appeal beyond the nation in question, out into the international order of sovereign states where the ultimate locus of sovereign authority is no more certain than in the contested process it normatively orders. The fence forms such a powerful symbol precisely because it manifestly seeks to order both of these sovereign bases, the land and the people.

In that sense, it is a classic expression of power and freedom from outside interference, even as this challenge is considered illegitimate by the majority of the state’s making up the global political structure. Yet this claim of illegitimacy is ineffective precisely because of the character of sovereignty itself. Georgian claims that the territory of South Ossetia is under Russian occupation still serve to

effectively demarcate this territory, distinguished as it clearly is from the rest of the Russian Federation. The regular flows of people and goods between the sovereign states of Georgia and Russia are turned back by the boundary between Georgia and South Ossetia, bordering off the territory as separate. While the EU and U.S. have continuously criticized Russia’s role in the borderization in South Ossetia on the grounds that “Alleged concerns for security cannot be used as an excuse for consolidating an illegal and illegitimate situation on the ground,”61 they ignore that this consolidation is a material “performance” driven by a symbolism that makes any claims to illegality and illegitimacy irrelevant. This should not necessarily be a surprise, as sovereignty is a doctrine with “no internal essence,” standing for autonomy, self-preservation and self-sufficiency while actually being a completely dependent and relational property,62 dependent in this case on the denial of Georgian sovereignty over the territory and population. It is a “political theater piece” demonstrating domestic order and the externalization of disorder, one represented in walls and fences. It is explicit materialization of a de-facto sovereignty which is “all there is.”63

“Europe Starts Here”

The theatrical nature of the fence and the characters involved in its construction has been demonstrated in reactions to it. Rather than as a result of the separation of political visions between Georgian and South Ossetian leaderships, within Georgia the fence is presented as their cause, as when Georgian President Giorgi Margvelashvili notes that borderization is “definitely directly against the people–against those people who want to see and meet each other beyond barbed wire fences.”64 While an emotionally powerful narrative, it flies in the face of the available evidence. Even the proposals made during the Georgian election campaign by the victorious Bidzina Ivanishvili for the reopening of the Ergneti market have received no support on the South Ossetian side of the border, with Boris Chochiyev, then South Ossetia’s de-facto prime minister, warning that resuming cross-border trade with Georgian-controlled territory would bring “great harm to the republic of South Ossetia”.65 Given this situation, the prospects for any sort of reconciliation across the fence are bleak, despite the more conciliatory approach that the new government pledged to adopt.66 “Nice talk” of “confidence building measures” sounds, according to South Ossetia’s Ambassador in Moscow, “like

62 Brown, Walled States, 53.
63 Agnew, Globalization and Sovereignty, 7.
the Soviet slogans about friendship of peoples – it is yesterday.”

This presentation of the borderization process as fencing off both territory and flows, no matter how incomplete, is greatly at odds with recent understandings, which like to create a binary opposition between the fixity of territory and the networks of flows often designated as more fundamental in a world characterized by globalization and time/space compression. The temptation to ascribe political problems to territorial fixity, and find solutions in calls for mobility, is one the Georgian government is not immune to. Georgia is currently making a great play of the promise of a shared future of greater mobility with its breakaway territories, as “For the population of the Occupied Territories, living in European Georgia will be more interesting than living on the other side of barbed wire fences … Citizens of Tskhinvali will be able to travel, without any visa, to Vienna, Berlin and Rome….” This “visa-free travel” comes as part of the EU’s Eastern Partnership Agreement, through the conclusion of the Visa Liberalization Action Plan (VLAP) by Georgia and the EU, which would grant visa-free access for Georgian citizens to Schengen countries in exchange for cooperation on a range of immigration and border-control issues, extending the EU’s law enforcement buffer zone far beyond the member states. Key provisions included “more secure documentation, including biometric passports; ‘integrated border management’; and prevention of organized crime.” This externalization of the EU’s domestic control functions extends an already controversial “punitive model of migration management,” and “the EU is ensuring that countries aspiring to membership but far beyond its borders are becoming the new frontiers of ‘Fortress Europe’.” With Georgia having for most of a decade maintained the most open visa regime in the world, Georgian Tourism’s former slogan that “Europe Starts Here” became a reality through stricter border control functions. In December 2015, it was announced that Georgia has fulfilled the requirements of the VLAP and would be granted visa-free travel to the Schengen area in early 2016, and while at the time of writing this has still not materialized, it is still anticipated that the

---

71 With visa-free entry for 118 countries at its greatest extent.
agreement will be implemented this year.\textsuperscript{75}

While the EU project is frequently associated with globalization and promotion of the sort of cross border flows that are indicative of the decline in nation state sovereignty, the external borders of the Union are no less hard than their internal predecessors, and indeed have become fairly “sharp” markers of difference.\textsuperscript{76} A connection is frequently drawn, in fact, between a Georgia being made the outer reaches of a fenced-off Europe and the fencing being conducted across its “integral territory”, such as when John Kerry announced “additional assistance by the United States to help support Georgia’s Euro-Atlantic vision, specifically to help Georgia achieve visa-free travel with the EU and to mitigate the hardships by borderization along the occupied territories.”\textsuperscript{77} Georgia’s future incorporation into this European zone of movement not only positions it in opposition to the reliance of its breakaway territories of South Ossetia and Abkhazia on Russia and the Eurasian Economic Union, but serves to emphasize both the continued territorial ontology of international politics and thus the vital salience of borders. This remains true irrespective of whether the boundary between Georgia and South Ossetia is recognized as a border, or indeed whether we choose to locate that sovereignty in Georgia, South Ossetia, or Russia. These claims ultimately rest upon a territorial definition of sovereignty, which in any case results in the demarcation of a South Ossetian space and consequently the materialization of this space’s limits.

While this is represented most obviously at the level of the fence, which is frequently employed to provide arresting visual images of the conflict,\textsuperscript{78} the boundary it demarcates is also a more fundamental geopolitical one, providing a hard marker between respective political visions defined by either Russia or Europe and the West. While the latter, in particular, represents itself as a universal model of political practice, it ultimately remains grounded upon the particular territorial claims made by national sovereignty. Events in Europe over the last few years have made it painfully clear that the dream of providing a model of governance that is at once both expanding and borderless remained dependent upon the sovereignty of the national states with which it was associated. Any expansion or contraction in this zone of governance, either out beyond the boundaries of the state or through returning to its limits, necessitates the representation of borders. These borders of the state remain bound up with the control of physical space and demarcation of its edges, which serves to both justify the state’s claims and enables them to be enforced.


\textsuperscript{78} Shown in particular through the level of domestic and international media attention granted to Dato Vanishvili, who lives on the South Ossetian side of the boundary near the village of Khurvaleti, see for instance Andrew North “Russian Expansion: I went to Bed in Georgia – and Woke Up in South Ossetia,” \textit{The Guardian}, May 20, 2015. Accessed October 4, 2016: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/20/russian-expansion-georgia-south-ossetia
This is because sovereignty and statehood are ultimately relational properties, only comprehensible through other states. Sovereignty is defined by relations within and between constituent units, in which each unit’s sovereignty serves as a claim to being both taken-for-granted and logically prior to the relations that constitute them. Therefore, while the territory of a state, and the fence that encompasses it, have appeared to symbolize a form of anti-globalization, a pole of fixity in a world supposedly characterized by movement, flows, and networks, this fixed territory serves as the surface atop which such phenomena are held to move. The sovereignty of the state is related to its capacity to both manage and channel such flows, reminding us that movement is only relational, can only be seen to occur in contradistinction to that which is fixed. It is this fixity that appears to provide the conditions for movement, both in theory and, unfortunately, in practice too. Wendy Brown’s focus on the “functional inefficiency” of wall and fence construction is ultimately beside the point, as it is the representation of the border’s materialization through which the state’s sovereignty is written on the ground. Therefore, while the fence, and the fixity of the notion of Ossetian territory that it appears to represent, seem diametrically opposed to the age of globalization, this is an illusion.

Conclusion – Stating the Border

The three-man TV crew that was seized at the boundary marking off Tskhinvali-controlled territory from that administered by Tbilisi claimed they had been trying to shoot footage of the border sign at Adzvi when they were seized by Russian border forces, while their captors insisted that they had “violated” the border. The absence of agreement between the two sides is indicative of the ambiguity that characterizes these border spaces, where many of those detained at the border claiming to have been seized a long way from the putative territory of South Ossetia. The fencing taking place as part of borderization means that this is a border at once able to represent the fixity of the notion of South Ossetia while also capable of “advancing” into territory previously accessible by local villagers on the Georgian side, an advance which is then extended by the activities of the Russian and South Ossetian authorities in the area. The results for those on the Georgian side have been catastrophic, with lost farmlands, abandoned orchards, inaccessible grazing areas and reduced supplies of irrigation water, together with the disruption of traditional activities like visiting graves at Easter or collecting jonjoli to pickle.

79 Anthony Giddens, among others, has noted that the sovereign state border and relations between states must have emerged with the sovereign state, for the latter was not possible without the former, see Giddens, The Nation-state and Violence.

80 As noted above, because the boundaries of the SOAO had been an administrative convenience, although ones with real political effects, they had never been demarcated, making it difficult to decisively conclude whether the shifting of fences represents a land grab or, as South Ossetia argues, a demarcation of its true borders.

The fence being erected along the border provides the illusion of linear predictability to what is a contested zone of authority involving a number of actors – Georgian, South Ossetian, Russian and the EU. While this contested zone is also present in Georgia’s other breakaway region of Abkhazia, where detentions and sporadic violence at the boundary similarly mar the daily lives of those resident in the region, its impact around South Ossetia is arguably greater, because the effect of the 2008 war and its aftermath on both territory and population, the twin bases of sovereignty, was more significant. While the Enguri River provides a natural boundary where the more populated parts of Abkhazia and Georgia rub up against one another, in the case of South Ossetia this dividing line has to be written into the earth, where the inscription of the border and indeed the state requires the constant deployment of resources: the writing of the border, the state, and the world again and again. While in recent years this border writing has been found both out away from and within the state’s borders, it also clearly occurs at the border itself, where the sovereignty-based territorial logic remains intact. Through this writing, South Ossetia literally grounds its existence in opposition to Georgia, while Georgia in its turn opposes its European and Western identity to Russia’s support of its breakaway regions. Such geopolitical imaginings appear to operate at a level far removed from the “technical landscapes of control and surveillance” being utilized in the borderization process, but they are a part of the same border nevertheless.
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83 The boundary of Abkhazia did not shift as a result of the war, although Tbilisi’s forces were expelled from the Kodori Gorge area they had previously held.